1. GENERAL

1.01 This section shows the wiring for the 28LA electrical service unit which mounts in a 28LA teletypewriter cabinet.

1.02 This section is reissued to remove the fuse holder (FB) and its associated wiring.
(CL) TERMINAL STRIP

(CT) TERMINAL STRIP

(EP) POWER SWITCH (SEE NOTE 2)

(FA) FUSEHOLDER

(CONVENIENCE OUTLET)

(PA) SWITCHED (SEE NOTE 3)

(PB) NOT SWITCHED

28LA Electrical Service Unit

NOTES:
1. UNIT WIRED FOR 115 VOLTS, 60 CYCLE AC. POWER INPUT ONLY.
2. SWITCH Q CONTROLS ALL OF ELECTRICAL SERVICE UNIT AND RELATED OUTGOING CABLES EXCEPT FOR CONVENIENCE OUTLET (P).
3. SWITCH ON FRONT OF CABINET CONTROLS F, T & CODOMAT CABLES AND PA OUTLETS.
4. WHEN END OF LINE INDICATOR LAMP IS FURNISHED WITHOUT COPYRIGHTS.
5. WHEN END OF LINE INDICATOR LAMP IS FURNISHED WITH COPYRIGHTS.
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28LA ELECTRICAL SERVICE UNIT
WIRING DIAGRAM

1. GENERAL

1.01 This section shows the wiring for the 28LA electrical service unit which mounts in a 28LA teletypewriter cabinet.
28LA Electrical Service Unit

NOTES:
1. UNIT WIRED FOR 115 VOLTS, 60 CYCLE A.C. POWER INPUT ONLY.
2. SWITCH G CONTROLS ALL OF ELECTRICAL SERVICE UNIT AND RELATED OUTGOING CABLES EXCEPT FOR CONVENIENCE OUTLET (P).
3. SWITCH ON FRONT OF CABINET CONTROLS F, T & CODOMAT CABLES AND PA OUTLETS.
4. WHEN END OF LINE INDICATOR LAMP IS FURNISHED WITHOUT COPYRIGHTS.
5. WHEN END OF LINE INDICATOR LAMP IS FURNISHED WITH COPYRIGHTS.